GEH Research has recently enhanced the prize money of International Awards: “Best Research Awards”

(Virtual International Awards on Multi-Disciplinary Research and Innovation)

The NEXT Best Research Awards 2022-2023 (18-05-2022) supports the professional development of talented newly board-certified intensivists who already have a background in research and are willing to develop independent research programmes. The specific intent is to provide support for young and talented Industry, Academia, Researchers, Innovators, Teacher, Scientists, VC, Pro-VC, CEO, Director, Principal, Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor etc. who have the potential to become established independent investigators in the field of engineering new innovations. A solid background in research (Patent, Research Paper, Funded Project, Books Publication), are invited to apply.

Last date of Submitting CV: 16-05-2022 (WhatsApp No: +91 8059794469)

gehresearch22@gmail.com, http://gehresearch.com/awards.php

Display the Name of Awardees on Website : 25-05-2022

Prize and Certificate Provide

1: First Prize : 5,00,00,00Rs. (>=100 Patent in the Name) Best Research Awards- 2022
2: Second Prize: 4,00,00,00Rs. (>= 50 Patent in the Name) Best Research Awards- 2022
3: Thire Prize: 3,00,00,00Rs. (>=25 Patent in the Name) Best Research Awards- 2022
4: Fourth Prize: 2,00,00,00Rs. (>=5 Research Paper UGC- Care or Scopus) Best Research Awards- 2022
5: Fifth Prize: 1,00,00,00Rs. (>=1 International Technical Book) Best Research Awards- 2022
6:Sixth Prize: 50,000,00Rs.: (>=1 On Going Funded Project/ Completed Funded Project Any Non-Govt. Organization) Best Research Awards- 2022
7: Seventh Prize : Only Award Certificate (>= 1 Patent in the name) Best Research Awards-2022

*Note: Awards Certificate as per Indian and USA Govt. Guidelines: as per NAAC, NBA and NIRF-Ranking, API Score- UGC. Consider and Accept the Certificate.

REGISTRATION NO: 4645/IN/US

Total no of Application Received before : 16/05/2022 at 5.00PM (IST) = 4,98,978 , out of only 15 Application Eligible and Select as a Awards.

First Prize: Goes to : Prof. (Dr.) S. B. Chordiya (Director-SIMMC-Campus), Suryadatta Institute of Management & Mass Communication, (SIMMC), Sr. No: 342, Bavdhin, Pune-411021, MH, India.
Second Prize: Goes to: Vivek Kumar, Vice Chancellor, Quantum University, Roorkee, UK, India.
Thire Prize: Gose to: Mr. Naman Bansal, Roorkee Institute of Technology, Roorkee Uttarakhand, India.
Fourth Prize: Goes to : Prof.(Dr.) Parag Jain (Director), Roorkee Institute of Technology, Roorkee UK, India.
Fifth Prize: Goes to : Prof. L.W Aronhime, (ATP) Johns Hopkins University USA), Baltimore, MD-21218, US.
Six Prize: Goes to : Prof. (Dr.) Dayanand Shrinivas Bilgi, BSCOER Pune,
Seventh Prize: Goes to all other Only Select as a: Award Certificate “ Best Research Awards”
8. Dr. Dayanand Shrinivas Bilgi, BSCOER Pune.
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